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Abstract: Scientists focus that only 59% of Moon surface can be seen from the earth all the time because of 
synchronizing time of moon as it orbits itself as well as earth and the balance 41% of moon surface can not be seen 
at all. In 1959 Soviet Union claimed about data about rear side of moon and America also claimed seen the rear side 
through space vehicle Apollo-8. Now China is also programming to land on rear side of moon by 2018. It is focused 
that the pre-historic “Tamil Based Indian” who are expert in Astronomy, Astro-physics have already established 
about the configuration of relative position “SUN, EARTH, MOON” and it is pattern of rotation on its axis. It is 
focused that “MOON” never orbits “EARTH”. But it rotates only on its axis and all four sides of Moon consider 
being seen from the Earth. 
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Scientists focus that only 59% of Moon surface 
can be seen from the earth all the time because of 
synchronizing time of moon as it orbits itself as well 
as earth and the balance 41% of moon surface can not 
be seen at all. In 1959 Soviet Union claimed about data 
about rear side of moon and America also claimed seen 
the rear side through space vehicle Apollo-8 . Now 
China is also programming to land on rear side of 
moon by 2018. 

It is focused that the pre-historic “Tamil Based 
Indian” who are expert in Astronomy, Astro-physics 
have already established about the configuration of 
relative position “SUN, EARTH, MOON” and it is 
pattern of rotation on its axis. It is focused that 
“MOON” never orbits “EARTH”. But it rotates only 
on its axis and all four sides of Moon consider being 
seen from the Earth. 

It is further hypothesized that in the early universe 
(void universe without any galaxy formation) the 
“SUN, EARTH, MOON” consider rotates on its axis 
in “ANTI-CLOCKWISE DIRECTION”. During 
space and time say during “ZERO HOUR”, the SUN, 
EARTH, MOON consider began to rotate on 
“CLOCKWISE DIRECTION” which leads 
formation of “100% FULL WHITE MOON” in the 
early universe say 5,00,000 years ago. Further during 
the plasma age and three nuclear age the state of full 
moon considered changes to various “COLOURFUL 
MOON” due to varied relative position of “SUN, 
EARTH, MOON” say dark full moon, blue full 
moon, green full moon, red full moon. The various 
colourful moons shall be considered as formation of 

new species to fundamental moon in new galaxy. It is 
also focused that moon phases shall be considered as 
billions in number and considered varies “EVERY 
DAY”. The philosophy of pre-historic full white moon, 
varied moon phases shall be narrated as below. 

It is also hypothesized that the growth of 
“DOWNWARD EARTH GRAVITY” considered 
developed during clockwise direction of “SUN”, 
“EARTH”, “MOON” and the value of earth gravity 
considered changes gradually in three nuclear age. 
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